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Wisconsin Department of Public 
Instruction Releases Anticipated 
Guidance to Reopen Schools
On June 22, 2020, the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction (DPI) 
released its anticipated guidance for Wisconsin school districts as they work to 
reopen their schools in a COVID-19 environment. The guidance is designed to 
aid Wisconsin school districts in their decision-making as they look to build 
educational services and supports for next school year.

The guidance, entitled “Education Forward,” provides health information, 
resources, and possible action steps aligned to closing out the 2019-20 school 
year and preparing for and implementing provisions for the 2020-21 school 
year. This guidance document is a starting point for school leaders as they 
consider the decisions they will need to make and the conversations they will 
need to have with local public health authorities and with their school 
communities as they plan for the coming school term.

The guidance includes a wide variety of information on infection control and 
mitigation. The document also presents sample scenarios for physical 
distancing and a variety of instructional models. Specific considerations for 
special education students, English language learning students and gifted and 
talented students are included. The guidance also provides information related 
to school libraries, teaching and learning staff, school safety/mental health, 
and out-of-school time programs. Resources such as a risk assessment tool 
and a school nurse toolkit are also included in the over 80-page document.

It is expected that the guidance will be continually updated by DPI as 
information becomes available.
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https://dpi.wi.gov/sites/default/files/imce/sspw/pdf/Education_Forward_web.pdf
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If you have any questions about this anticipated guidance, please contact Jon Anderson or your Husch 
Blackwell attorney.

Comprehensive CARES Act and COVID-19 guidance

Husch Blackwell’s CARES Act resource team helps clients identify available assistance using industry-
specific updates on changing agency rulemakings. Our COVID-19 response team provides clients with 
an online legal Toolkit to address challenges presented by the coronavirus outbreak, including rapidly 
changing orders on a state-by-state basis. Contact these legal teams or your Husch Blackwell attorney 
to plan a way through and beyond the pandemic.
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